Video Poems by Gary Rainford for the Southwest Harbor Public Library

Click on these links for copy them into your browser.

Vid 1 poem title: Anemometer
https://youtu.be/yhoZtMr8Ndc

Vid 2 poem title: Magnetic North
https://youtu.be/bXLyjMi-fO4

Vid 3 poem title: 32 Flavors
https://youtu.be/1EkynDqUaUs

Vid 4 poem title: Reincarnation
https://youtu.be/__x2WagDOPQ

Author of *Salty Liquor* and *Liner Notes*, Gary Rainford lives yearround on Swan’s Island with his wife and daughter. Gary’s third book “in progress” is a verse novel that tells the story of his mother’s dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.
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